
This centennial farm was purchased in 1999 by Duane Schuil. Schuil's
vision was to create a farm experience that everyone could enjoy. In 2000

Gabriel Farms was established. Renovations of this historic farm soon
began keeping the authenticity and history in the forefront of every

decision. Over the years the landscape has evolved to resemble Schuil's
vision of bringing the Napa Valley to Northern Michigan. 

 

 
 
 

Gabriel Farms & Winery
Event Space Rental

A Half-Day event rental is perfect for bachelorette parties,
book clubs, craft nights, birthday parties, and more! This

rental reserves the barn for you and your guests for 4 hours.

A Single-Day event rental is perfect for those larger
gatherings that take a little bit more time for setup and

clean up such as family reunions, bridal showers, and baby
showers. This rental reserves the barn for you and your

guests from 8AM - 11PM.

"I can not rave enough about Gabriel Farms! I
had the wedding of my dreams on their

beautiful property and would recommend
the venue to every bride! They are great to

work with and go above and beyond to help
in any way possible. The vineyard and

brewery is now open and I can't wait to wine
taste and enjoy their pristine property for

years to come!"



A Three-Day event rental is perfect for events that require a
tent or have multiple functions in the same day so you'll

need an extra day to set up. This is such a great way to
create a unforgettable weekend. 

"I couldn't recommend this place any higher.
Having been here as a guest to an unbelievable
wedding, as well as a customer of their winery, I
can say these guys definitely know how to make

sure you are having a good time! Whether you are
looking to host an event, or are just looking for a
beautiful spot to enjoy a drink, this is the place.

Great venue and even better people!"

Want the full farm experience? Stay in the farmhouse in one of four
rooms or stay in your own private apartment overlooking the vineyard.

Search "Gabriel Farms" in Airbnb and VRBO to book your stay!

 Contact Us:
gabrielfarmsandwinery.com

231-838-3664 OR 231-838-9100
gabrielfarms2800@gmail.com

2800 E. Mitchell Rd. Petoskey, MI
49770

Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
Gabriel Farms & Winery

We offer wine, beer, and hard ciders for
an additional cost. We would be happy
to put a package together that fits your

needs.


